The Benefits of the
Metalock Process

Introduction
When an urgent repair to a cracked piece of metal machinery occurs onboard,
what are the options? Welding is usually the go to option for most, but there is
an alternative, the Metalock stitching process.
Although the Metalock process is a well-established, permanent in-situ repair for
cracked metal machinery, many Chief Engineers trained in the last 30 years have
been found to be relatively unfamiliar with the technique. In the absence of this
familiarity, they instead turn to the technology they do know: welding. In many
cases this is the wrong tool, at best a sticking plaster. Where welding is completely
impossible, removal and replacement are frequently seen as the only remaining
solution, again the Metalock process is an overlooked option.
The Metalock metal stitching technique, codified and certified continually by the
Metalock International Association (MIA) since 1953, delivers permanent repairs,
in-situ, with neither removal of machinery nor hot work required.
In the field of ship repair the ability to repair the cast components of machinery
without removal, even while at sea, is a technique no Chief Engineer should
overlook. The Metalock process has to be a vital tool in all Chief Engineers
toolbox.
Metalock repairs are accepted by the major classification societies, and since the
1940s the number of ships sailing on for years with stitched repairs runs well into
the hundreds. ›››
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››› Although

chiefly applied to cast iron machinery, the process is also applicable
to other metals, steel, aluminium and other metals can be repaired with the
technique. Metalock technicians are trained to recognise the best approach for
the circumstances, and where, for example, a weld in steel is more appropriate,
the Metalock technician will recommend that option.

“

I suppose it is
tempting, if the
only tool you have
is a hammer, to
treat everything as
if it were a nail.
Abraham Maslow

About Metalock

”

A process carried out by specifically trained Metalock technicians, the Metalock
process offers a variety benefits;
• It can be performed in-situ, major dismantling is not required;
• produces permanent repairs completed in days;
• does not require hot work, so can be performed in any area of a vessel;
• can be used to repair cast iron and other metals;
• almost always cheaper than replacement;
•	is accessible via a network of specially trained Metalock Technicians trained
across the globe, through the Metalock International Association;
• does not require heavy machinery or equipment to carry out repair;
• causes minimal disruption to vessel; and
• reduces vessel downtime
Each failure is unique, Metalock technicians are equipped with extensive
experience of fracture situations both through their own work and that of
their fellow technicians, through the MIA membership across the globe,
whose knowledge they can tap into. Much of the work of MIA is to share such
experiences and solutions between its members - experience that has been
gathered over 70 years.
This collaborative effort is unique and very much alive within the MIA members.
Being armed with this wealth of information and experience allows Metalock
technicians to approach repairs with absolute confidence in the result, and time
to complete.
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Welding Vs. Metalock
Welding in many cases has severe drawbacks, including inherent weakness
along the line of fracture. It is often necessary to dismantle the machinery
before repair. Additionally, in the case of ship-board repairs, welding requires
considerable adjustment to the surrounding area to remove potential flammable
or explosive materials.
Welding of vital machinery onboard a ship is frequently out of the question, not
just because the repair fracture is in a confined environment, but because of the
problematic stresses and brittleness that welding introduces in the completed
weld. A welded repair increases permanent distortion and brittleness of the
parent metal, so when machinery is back under normal operation there is a
greater risk of it cracking again.
The Metalock process known as metal stitching, is a unique rapid and
permanent repair method for cracks or joining pieces of broken cast metal
components without welding. These cold casting repairs carried out by MIA
members are superior to welding in the case of crack sensitive metal. The
repairs can take place in otherwise hazardous conditions and cause minimal
disruption to vessel operation and is sometimes performed whilst the vessel is
actually sailing.
Each repair only requires equipment that can be carried by hand and is
generally completed in a matter of days. The repair can typically restore the
strength of the equipment so that it will continue to operate to full specification.
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The Metalock basic approach

Some of the engineering advantages of Metalock process repair:
• Dampens and absorbs compression stresses
•	Provides a good ‘expansion joint’ for such castings as cylinder liners, diesel
heads or any vessels subject to thermal stresses
• Distributes the tension load away from fatigue points
•	Maintains relieved conditions of inherent internal stresses where rupture
occurred
•	Maintains alignment and original surfaces, since lack of heat produces no
distortion
•	The vast majority of repairs can be done in-situ, with consequent savings in time
with little or no dismantling.
•	A pressure tight seal can be achieved due to the interlocking between Metalock
keys and studding.
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Certification
Marine and offshore operating environments call for the most stringent levels of
resilience and dependability. Metalock works with all the classification societies,
who are familiar with the process as a valid permanent repair for marine and
offshore environments.
Metalock repairs are frequently carried out on;
• Engine blocks
• Cylinder heads
• Gearboxes
• Crankcases
• Liners
• Cylinder covers
• Entablatures
• Bedplates
• Housings
• Fly wheels

Cast Iron repair
Cast iron is the most difficult of all common cast metals to weld. All electric
welding methods for cast iron have proven to be less than satisfactory and, in
many cases have created even more cracks.
Though there may be no scientific evidence that machinery breakages always
occur at the worst possible moment, perhaps any moment is the worst when
it happens. Fractures or breaks in machinery occur unpredictably, and there is
never a good time for a critical piece of equipment to fail.
Failures such as a cracked engine bedplate or a fractured cylinder are almost
certain to have a catastrophic effect on operations, and forced unscheduled
delays are potentially damaging to a ship’s profitability.
Examples of Metalock repairs include a main engine cylinder with a 216cm
crack along its entire width, repaired in just 90 hours.
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Extra strength repair
Andre, Mortimer, President, Metalock International Association, says:
“The basic technique of stitching can be expanded with the insertion
of a tailor-made matching cut-out from the machinery being repaired.
That would depend on the size and specifics of the problem. A bespoke
‘Masterlock’ would be used when there is a requirement for extra strength.
Where we are performing a repair on an area that has no great load bearing
or force acting on it, keys are more than adequate.
“Essentially the technique has the ability to fully repair cracks and complete
fractures. Engineers might try to use welding to repair cracks as they aren’t
familiar with Metalock. At best that can achieve a temporary repair. On at least
half the jobs we do, we see that previously attempted welds have failed. When
a weld does fail, it is always much more difficult to achieve a successful repair
subsequently as the parent material around the weld has to be replaced.
Sometimes a weld may work for a while, but it is far better to call an approved
Metalock engineer first for proper assessment.”

The History of the Metalock process
The Metalock process originated in the oil fields of Texas in the mid 1930s,
prompted by the need to overcome the risks of welding in the potentially
explosive environment of oil production. Engineers H. Harman and L.B. Scott
developed the ground-breaking repair system, successfully eliminating the
use of heat.
Other advantages were also soon obvious, they included the elimination of
distortion, which in turn eliminated the necessity of re-machining in some
situations. Subsequent development by the U.S. forces during World War
II, where it was used in repair of Navy ships, led to the confirmation of the
technology. It then rapidly spread to heavy industries, and particularly general
marine use.
Although the technique widely understood until the 1970s, for no good reason it
has become a gap in the understanding of many engineers since then.

“

We are now relaunching the Metalock process into
the market. The technology was widely taught and
very well-known up until the 1970s, but our member
companies now find that a whole new generation
of engineers have grown up with little grounding or
understanding of its uses. In some cases, even many
Chief Engineers are virtually unfamiliar with it.
Andre De Bruin, Vice President, MIA

”
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A gateway to a worldwide network of certified specialists
The Metalock International Association (MIA) is a worldwide network of
specialist engineering companies. It was formed in 1953 by 14 companies who
recognised the unique engineering potential of the Metalock process.
MIA now has member companies covering over 70 countries worldwide.
Unique in the field of industrial and maritime repair, MIA exists only to
promulgate; knowledge, understanding and high-quality applications of the
Metalock technique. They do this by providing training for Engineers and
Surveyors, along with seminars and conferences.
Promoting the Metalock process and assisting in developing excellence
in engineering repair knowledge, MIA also foster research and operational
cooperation between members. Members gather annually to share
experience and strengthen connections, with both members and MIA staff
constantly collaborating across the world, especially when a member is
tackling a complex project.
This interaction between specialists is a further strength of the MIA, coupled with
access to the large library and collection of Metalock materials, only available to its
members.
David Fowler, Company Secretary said: “MIA membership gives confidence in
the quality of the technique, and shared resources when needed. It adds up to
a worldwide delivery capability with a standard quality.
“The global reach is important – it is common for member companies to work
with other members of MIA where some specialist resources, ability and
equipment are needed - particularly in different areas.
“MIA is built around the repair process. We issue certification to member
companies, and they work as a network to share knowledge and resources. All
member companies also have other complimentary capabilities, such as specialist
welding, onsite machining and valve repairs, meaning any member can deal with
large and very specialised jobs in conjunction with other members.”
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There are alternative companies that carry out metal stitching, including some
who even carry the Metalock name, however, MIA strongly recommends that only
member companies and individuals are consulted for potential repairs. It is not
uncommon for MIA members to be called in to correct earlier repairs performed
by unregistered repair companies. A full list of Metalock members can be on the
MIA website: www.metalockinternational.org

“

MIA has become a unique organization operating
in over 70 countries. Metalock is now synonymous
with rapid response and high-quality repairs - often
in challenging environments.
The greatest asset of the Metalock International
Association does not rest in any Bank, and yet it is
an asset of which we may well be proud and one of
which we shall be extremely jealous. It is something
we should value to the highest degree for it is our
reputation for workmanship of the finest order –
hence it is something we should not jeopardise for
any reason whatsoever.

”

Edward C. Peckham, Founder of Metalock
International Association 1953
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Case Study: Damaged cylinder repair – Varna Maritime, Bulgaria
Issue/ damage details:
In 2014 a damaged cylinder casing on the main engine prompted the owner to
contact Varna Maritime to carry out Metalock repair.
Result: The repair was carried out by one technician over seven days
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7 DAY
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fabrication of cast iron workpiece

Damaged fin in Cylinder 3 area
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finished insert after milling
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inside out image

Insert fitted and secured with studs
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Completed area ground flush to parent casing
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